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Vermonters, Our Places & Our History

Story and photos by Dan Swainbank

St. Johnsbury’s
Fairbanks Scales
Weighing the World for 188 Years

W

HEN JOSEPH AND
Phebe Fairbanks brought
their family to St. Johnsbury from Brimfield, Massachusetts
in the winter of 1815, they were looking for opportunity. At age 59, Joseph
had been a successful farmer but was
also a skilled carpenter. He had sold
his farm for $1,800 and was ready to
make a new living with his wife and
three sons Erastus, 23, Thaddeus,
19, and Joseph, 9. Erastus had actually been in Vermont for three years
studying law with his uncle Ephraim
Paddock, and also tending stores and
teaching, but the family was not that
interested in resuming farming, nor
retail, law, or education. They bought
a five-acre plot with water rights on
the Sleepers River and set up a sawmill, then a gristmill, and soon a
wagon shop. They were in business.
The family had traveled to St.
Johnsbury in a wagon designed and
built by young Thaddeus, and it was
Thaddeus whose inventiveness would
drive the family’s enterprises and fortunes for the next 100 years and three
generations. St. Johnsbury was not
an incorporated town in 1815; it was

actually the site of several villages,
all built around water-powered mills
on the area’s three rivers: the Sleepers, the Passumpsic, and the Morse.
There were sawmills, gristmills, and
a clover mill, all powered by water.
Uncle Huxham Paddock was starting
a foundry also on the Sleepers River
and beginning to turn iron ore into
parts for stoves, plows, and hollow

ironware. It was the beginning of the
Industrial Revolution, and the Fairbanks family jumped right in.
What is now St. Johnsbury’s Main
Street was known as The Plain in
1815, and was just one of the small
settlements in the area. The street
contained a burial ground, several
stores, two doctors, and a saddlery.
Going down toward the Fairbanks

From its humble beginnings in 1830 as a small family business, the Fairbanks concern had
grown a scant two decades later to employ 225 people; by 1912 and the age of the Model T
Ford, it employed a peak production force of 1,400 employees.
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A lithograph showing the original Fairbanks plant complex. Today, according to COO Rick Norden, Fairbanks Scales is “well positioned
to grow,” and secure its top market position due to its large direct-service commitment, its quality-assurance certification, and, yes, the
premium Fairbanks brand.

mill on what is now Western Avenue
there was also a tannery. During the
next 15 years, the Fairbanks family
would improve the water rights and
establish a wagon shop, a fulling mill
(for cleaning rough cloth), a clothier
shop (for extracting oil from seeds),
and a small factory that produced
kettles, cauldrons, spiders (a frying
pan with short legs), cultivators, castiron plows, and stoves, all designed by
Thaddeus. Thaddeus’s patented diving flue stove became very popular in
the region. His wagons were the only
ones on local roads for a time. During
this time, Erastus quit storekeeping
and joined forces with his younger
brother, forming the E. and T. Fairbanks Company.
60
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The legend of the Fairbanks family
and the Fairbanks Company is that in
1830, during a brief but active period
of hemp growing among farmers in
Vermont, Thaddeus decided that the
current method for weighing hemp—
which included suspending a wagon
loaded with hemp from chains—was
awkward, inefficient, and probably
inaccurate. Thaddeus designed a new
kind of scale, to become known as the
platform scale, in which a groundlevel platform was balanced on levers
and a fulcrum and the weight transferred to a steelyard and counter-balanced with weights to obtain a true
measurement. After 1830, the Fairbanks gradually dropped their other
enterprises and products and devoted

their factory to the making of scales.
Brother Joseph joined the firm in
1833 and the triumvirate was established: Thaddeus the inventor,
Erastus the manager, and Joseph the
lawyer, treasurer, and salesman. The
firm—and its factory complex—grew
exponentially. Transportation was
eventually improved by bringing the
railroad to St. Johnsbury by 1850,
chartered and built under the leadership of Erastus Fairbanks.
To attract skilled labor, the firm
paid good wages, often offered lodging, and treated their workers like
family. The brothers forged a paternalistic covenant with workers that
specified that the men once employed
would attend church and avoid li-

quor. The firm’s workforce grew in the
first 20 years from 12 to 225 as more
and more departments were created
and the buildings to house them. By
1850, the firm needed draftsmen,
pattern makers, founders, molders,
blacksmiths, tinsmiths, machinists,
millwrights, engineers, machinists,
polishers, sealers, loggers, teamsters,
sawyers, carpenters, joiners, painters,
clerks, and bookkeepers.
To expand sales, the company expanded its territory, establishing sales
offices in Maine, New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia, Massachusetts, New
York, and Connecticut. As early as
1833, a partnership was struck with
an agent for the territories west of the
Alleghenies. Fairbanks scales were
known for high quality, innovative
design with many models for many
uses, and availability. Fairbanks
became the standard for weighing
equipment. E. and T. Fairbanks and
Company did not incorporate until
1874. Before that time, it raised capital through sales, borrowed from its
own workers who were encouraged
to establish accounts with the firm,
and ordered materials through its
branch offices in larger cities with
larger banks. In St. Johnsbury, the
Passumpsic Savings Bank opened in
1850, with Joseph P. Fairbanks as one
of the directors.
As the Fairbanks firm grew, so did
the town of St. Johnsbury. With the
leadership and generosity of the three
brothers, their extended family, and
their employees, St. Johnsbury grew
from a village to a town and in 1856
became the county seat. The family
founded St. Johnsbury Academy in
1842 and built several churches and
other meetinghouses. With the family wealth, members of the second
generation, Horace and Franklin
Fairbanks, built and endowed the St.
Johnsbury Athenaeum and Art Gallery in 1872 and the Fairbanks Museum in 1891.

This Fairbanks platform wagon scale (together with Thaddeus Fairbanks’s original wagon) is
one of the displays at St. Johnsbury History and Heritage Center.

The original Fairbanks complex of buildings grew exponentially under family leadership during the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
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The company’s new manufacturing plant was built in 1966 on the opposite side of St. Johnsbury from the original complex. Approximately 110 people are employed here.

Mikayla Beck is a fourth -generation employee. Her father also works for Fairbanks (as did
her grandfather, grandmother, and great-grandparents, who would have worked at the old
plant). Below, a new pallet jack scale is ready for shipment.
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Erastus Fairbanks somehow found
the time to run for governor, twice, as
a Whig in 1852 and then as a Republican serving as Vermont’s Civil War
governor in 1861. His son Horace followed in his footsteps as governor in
1876. Horace also chartered and built
a railroad, completing the east-west
line from Portland, Maine through
St. Johnsbury to Ogdensburg, New
York in 1877. Erastus’s and Horace’s
political involvement, and statewide
contacts, enhanced their ability to
obtain railroad charters and other
legislation that allowed the business
and the town to grow.
Meanwhile in the southwest corner
of the town, the factory complex grew
and grew, and along with it the company’s sales territories and workforce.
The workforce grew from 225 in 1850
to 479 in 1880 (not counting management and office workers) to a peak of
approximately 1,400 in 1912.
The second generation of Fairbanks
scale manufacturers continued the
success of the original triumvirate
into the 20th century, often in the
roles of their fathers or uncles. Horace Fairbanks took over his father
Erastus’s role as president and general manager of the firm. His brother
Franklin stepped into his uncle Thaddeus’s shoes as inventor and manager
of the mechanical departments. Their
cousin William, son of Joseph, joined
the firm in 1858, right out of St. Johnsbury Academy and became secretary and treasurer as his father had;
other (male) members of the family
represented the firm in other cities
and countries. Each of the members
of the second generation built large
homes in the town.
By 1915, however, the local leadership of this far-flung scale had lost
much of its influence, as the company’s subsidiaries grew and diversified. Fairbanks Morse & Company
of Chicago, under the leadership of

Charles Hosmer Morse, once an apprentice in St. Johnsbury, had grown
from being a Fairbanks selling-house
to an industrial conglomerate itself.
In 1916, Charles bought out the parent firm. Family members sold their
shares and the only family member
involved in management, a son-inlaw named Frank Brooks, resigned.
Six years later the mansion built by
his father-in-law Franklin was sold at
auction, and Brooks, the last member
of the Fairbanks family to be a factory manager, left town. After the death
of Charles Hosmer Morse in 1921, the
company was owned and managed
by his two sons Charles Jr. and Robert but there was a division within
the family, which was widened by a
long dispute over their father’s will.
By 1927, Fairbanks Morse had also
purchased the Fairbanks Company of
New York, giving it complete control
of the manufacture and distribution
of Fairbanks scales.
Once the firm became merely a
manufacturing arm of the Fairbanks
Morse Company, the St. Johnsbury
factory received less attention. There
was little building or modernization
of the old brick complex, the machinery was not updated, the buildings
deteriorated, and the paternalistic relationship between management and
labor was replaced by tough management-labor bargaining. A major
strike in the early 1950s damaged
relations and production further, but
the weighing division always was a
profit-producing unit.
The neglected conglomerate attracted the attention of Leopold Silberstein of Penn-Texas Corporation,
a conglomerate that owned Colt
Firearms, Niles-Bennet Pond (later
to be named Pratt & Whitney), and
other businesses. Leopold did manage to purchase the Fairbanks Morse
stock of one of the Morse brothers,
Charles, but not the other. A two-

Visitors to the St. Johnsbury plant will find this old Fairbanks scale just inside the front lobby.
Displayed on it is a photo of championship boxer Muhammed Ali being weighed in before a
match—on the same Fairbanks scale.

year battle for control of the company
ensued, as Penn-Texas continued to
buy Fairbanks-Morse stock. In 1958,
Fairbanks Morse merged with PennTexas to become Fairbanks-Whitney. The new company endured four
more years of fragmented leadership
until 1962, when George Strichman
became president of the company,
recognized it and manufactured a rebound. By 1964, now named Colt Industries, the enormous company was
profitable, but the weighing division

at the St. Johnsbury plant was still
showing its age.
St. Johnsbury citizens, aware of all
the changes in ownership, feared the
weighing division might be moved.
A local, grassroots campaign was
launched to save the company, and in
1966, a new manufacturing plant was
built on the other side of town from
the old complex. In 1975, a second
scale plant was built in Meridien, Mississippi and the heavy-duty scales—
such as for trucks and trains—were
VERMONT MAGAZINE
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In July 2005, employees at the Fairbanks plant gathered for this photo to commemorate the
175th anniversary of the company’s founding.

In the plant’s electronics department, state-of-the-art machines create circuit boards, with
surface-mounted insertion of components.

An example of the company’s Altegra Scale, today’s basic, small-platform scale.
64
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made in Mississippi and the smaller
scales in St. Johnsbury. From 1950 to
1975, the weighing industry was undergoing a quiet technological revolution, enhanced by continual adaptations to the new plant. Electronic
weighing equipment, data processing, new load-cell technology, digital
indicators, and solid-state printers
replaced Thaddeus’s old mechanical
scales.
The weighing division caught the
attention of F.A. “Bill” Norden who
in 1988 bought it and once again
Fairbanks became a family-owned
single-mission company focused on
weighing solutions. Bill renamed
and rebranded the company, retaining the Fairbanks name. Today it is
called Fairbanks Scales; Bill moved
the headquarters to Kansas City, Missouri. In 1994, Bill’s son Rick joined
the firm and by 1999 was promoted to
president and chief operating officer.
In technology, the company—true
to its origins—has changed with the
times. Electronic load cells now register the stress placed on a platform
rather than the mechanical operations of fulcrum and balance. The old
steelyard with counter-weights was
replaced by dials in the early 20th century and has largely been replaced by
digital readings today. The St. Johnsbury plant’s catalog today lists 23
kinds of products, including 12 kinds
of scales, but also driver-assist terminals that allow truck drivers to get a
reading without leaving their truck,
grain analyzers, instrumentation
and software, printers, test weights,
weighing assemblies, and in-motion
scales that can weigh parcels as they
move down a conveyor. According
to Director of Operations Phil Chadderdon, the St. Johnsbury plant turns
out approximately 12,000 units per
year of its most popular scale, as well
1,000 units of other scales, and 2,000
instruments.

Fairbanks Scales today employs approximately 600 people, half of whom
are in the field selling and servicing
weighing equipment. The St. Johnsbury plant employs about 110 men
and women. They still pay top wages,
according to Human Resources Administrator Stacia Bristol, and offer
good benefits and working conditions. “We sometimes struggle to fill
a position,” Stacia said. “It all depends
on whether the candidate wants to
live in Vermont’s Northeast Kingdom” with its benefits (a safe, beautiful environment, good schools, and
outdoor recreation) and drawbacks
(lack of urban nightlife, restaurants,
and cultural institutions). A few more
than half of the employees are represented by the United Electrical, Radio
and Machine Workers of America,
and among them are second-, third-,
and fourth-generation Fairbanks employees. The clean and safe factory
today employs only one machinist.
Load cells, circuit boards, digital instrumentation, lazer-cut platforms,
software, and computerized functions have replaced the foundry and
heavy assembly rooms of the previous era.
A former high school and college writing
teacher, Dan Swainbank is the author of two
books: Mr. Vail Is in Town and The Farr Disease. His book about the Fairbanks family of
St. Johnsbury is scheduled to be published
this summer. Dan writes about national and
international history with stories based in
northeastern Vermont and lives in North
Danville, VT.

Employee Keith Charron, in charge of regulatory testing in the quality lab. Fairbanks recently
was audited and was accepted as following the newest ISO standards for quality assurance.

Noreen Benjamin uses a magnifying glass to touch up the electronics on green circuit
boards for scales. Assembly work involves a load-free solder process.

JUST THE FACTS
Fairbanks Scales
2176 Portland St # 1
St Johnsbury, VT 05819

St. Johnsbury

Call (802) 748-5111.
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